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Background and Objectives

Co-Mission is working in partnership with a number of networks across the UK including the FIEC, AMiE, ReNew as 
well as the mission movement Passion for Life to conduct a comprehensive research programme that will act as a 
valuable resource for the UK church in giving insight and motivation for evangelism as well as helping to understand 
church growth dynamics, blockages and leadership training needs. 

There were three main components to the research: 
1. An initial phase of desk research. The aim of the secondary research was to understand the existing data 

online so that the primary research could build upon and produce new information. This phase sought to address 
15 specific research questions, such as the diversity of churches, key barriers that prevent Christians sharing 
their faith, the openness of non-Christians to evangelism and how the global pandemic may have influenced this. 
NB. The results from this phase are not included in this report.

2. A survey of active Protestants. This phase was designed to explore active Protestants’ attitudes towards, 
confidence in and experience of sharing their faith with non-Christians, including any barriers and motivations 
of doing so. Understanding the evangelistic activities currently provided by churches was another key objective, 
as well as gathering ideas for how this could be improved, through open-ended feedback.

3. A survey of the general public, excluding active Protestants. The core objective of this phase was to 
understand perceptions of, experiences with and openness towards evangelism, including various activities and 
courses. The survey explored whether people have recently made a transition in their belief / spiritual journey as 
well as test previously tested questions from published research, discovered in the desk research phase.



Methodology

Savanta ComRes conducted two 15-20 minute online surveys, each among 
just over 3,000 UK adults.

Data in the General Public survey were weighted to be nationally representative 
by age, gender, social grade, and region. While this survey was not technically 
delivered to a nationally representative sample due to the exclusion of Active 
Protestants, the small size of this population means that the weighting strategy 
remains appropriate.

All demographic differences in this report are statistically tested to the 95% 
significance level.

5 Savanta ComRes is a member of the British Polling Council and abides by its rules.

The first survey, referred to below as the Active Protestants 
(AP) survey, was conducted among Protestant Christians who 
attend church at least once a month (excluding special occasions 
such as weddings, funerals, and baptisms). Fieldwork took place 
between 13th October and 1st November 2021.

The second survey, referred to below as the General Public (GP) 
survey, was conducted among 3,000 UK adults designed to be 
nationally representative except that it excluded active Protestants 
(as defined above) to enable comparisons with the Active 
Protestant survey. Fieldwork took place between 12th October and 
1st November 2021. 
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

While members of the general public are often willing to 
have conversations about Jesus with people they know 
(family/friends), and may respond positively to them, they 
are likely to respond badly to blunt attempts at conversion.

1

Three in ten active Protestants either say that their church 
does not provide any of the evangelistic activities tested, or 
that they do not know whether there are any provided.

2

Supportive church communities are key to maintaining 
Christians’ faith, whereas breaks within the community are 
a major contributing factor behind declines in churchgoing.

3

The public are often more likely to say they would attend 
church activities if they were held online, in particular, Bible 
study groups and courses and less so for large services (e.g. 
Sunday service or Christmas service).

4



Active Protestants’ 
Beliefs About Evangelism
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Paradoxically, two thirds of active Protestants think every Christian is responsible 
for evangelism, but over half also think that other Christians are better suited to 
evangelism than they are.

9
AP Q6. When you think about talking with non-Christians about Jesus Christ, to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? 
Base: All active Protestant respondents (n = 3,020)
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AP Q1. How often, if at all, do you talk about your faith with each of the following people whether or not they are Christian? Base: All active Protestant respondents (n=3020)

As perhaps expected, Active Protestants talk about their faith most frequently with 
their family and friends, although, half also report talking at least monthly with 
acquaintances and colleagues.

How often Active Protestants talk about their faith with each of the following groups
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Lack of confidence in evangelism is most commonly explained by fears of not 
being listened to, being mocked or jeopardizing a relationship.
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Reasons for feeling confident talking to non-Christian groups about their faith

AP Q3. You said that you feel confident talking to the below non-Christian groups about your faith. Which of the following reasons, if any, explains why? Base: Active Protestants who are confident/very confident with 
talking about their faith to at least one non-Christian group (n = 2422)
AP Q5A. You said that you do not feel confident talking to the below non-Christian groups about your faith. Which of the following reasons, if any, explains why? Base: Active Protestants who are unconfident/very 
unconfident with talking about their faith to at least one non-Christian group (n = 1113)

Reasons for not feeling confident talking to non-Christian groups about their faith



AP Q12. Within the last two years, has your church organised or provided any of the following… Base: All active Protestant respondents (n = 3020)

Churches provide a wide range of support for evangelism, with at least two in ten  
reporting that their church organises meet-ups/groups as well as providing 
training materials and general encouragement to carry out evangelism

Evangelism support activities organized by the church

28%

23%

20%

17%

16%

16%

14%

14%

12%

11%

1%

10%

19%

Meet-ups, groups or teams for church members interested in evangelism to be
part of

Encouragement to carry out evangelism

Tracts, invites, flyers or other evangelistic materials to give to non-Christians

Training materials such as books and video material on evangelism

Budget and financial resources for evangelistic events or activities

A training course or session in evangelism

Support while you practiced evangelism

Full-time staff providing support for evangelism

Part-time staff providing support for evangelism

A real-world demonstration for how to evangelise

Other

Don't know

None of these

Three in ten (29%) either say that their 
church does not provide any of these 
evangelistic activities or they don’t know 
whether they are provided, indicating that 
there is room for churches to organise more 
evangelistic activities or to more effectively 
communicate them to churchgoers.



How could your church help 
you feel more comfortable 
talking to non-Christians?

13
AP Q5B. What could your church do to make you feel more confident to speak to non-Christians about your faith? Please write one sentence. Base: Active Protestants 
who are unconfident/very unconfident with talking about their faith to at least one non-Christian group (n = 1113)

No change

Encouragement
&

Events

Training

“Nothing - it’s a personal thing. I don’t think 
it’s right to overly evangelise or expect this of 

individuals. God can be found in silent action -
not just faith discussion with others.” 

“Nothing — they are encouraging 
enough. The task falls to me to 

grow in confidence through prayer 
and personal study.”

“Help me to be more 
confident in my faith and 

to live it out better.”

“Help me to not feel 
so self conscious 

about it.”

“Encourage non 
Christians to attend 
coffee mornings etc.”

“Provide us with 
guidance on how to 
incorporate it into 

casual conversation, 
without sounding 
like I am trying to 
convert, just open 

the mind.”

“Give more one to 
one support.”

“Give prime 
examples when 

they have spoken 
to non Christians 

and how those 
examples turned 

out well.”

“Being with a 
group of 

Christian adults.”

Company & 
Materials

“Provide leaflets 
to pass on.”

“Provide 
workshops and 
skills and FAQs 

about what might 
happen and how 

to deal with it. 
Perhaps going out 
and practicing in 
pairs or groups to 

get more 
confident.”
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25% 29% 17% 17% 4% 7%

Within the past week Within the past month Within the past six months More than six months Never Don't know

AP Q7. When, if at all, was the last time you talked about your relationship with Jesus Christ with someone who was not a Christian? Base: All active Protestant respondents (n=3020)
AP Q8A. How would you describe your relationship with this person? Base: Active Protestants  who say they have talked about their relationship with Jesus Christ with a non-Christian at some point (n = 2685)
AP Q8B. During the conversation, which, if any, of the following did you ask the person? Base: Active Protestants who say they have talked about their relationship with Jesus Christ with a non-Christian at some point (n = 2685)

The last time respondents spoke to a non-Christian about Jesus, a quarter asked 
them to come to a church event or service.

Last time active Protestants talked about their relationship with Jesus Christ with a non -Christian
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11%

12%

17%

20%
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Stranger who is non-Christian
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Relationship with this person
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24%
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Other

If they wanted to attend a course about Christianity

If they wanted to experience the love of Jesus Christ for
themselves

If she or he was willing to talk about Jesus Christ again
sometime

If he or she wanted you to pray on behalf of themselves, or for
someone else

To come with you to a church service

To come to a church event

Questions asked during the conversation with this person



AP Q9. To the best of your knowledge, did this conversation have a positive or negative impact on the other person's opinion or beliefs about Jesus Christ? Base: Active Protestants who say they have talked 
about their relationship with Jesus Christ with a non-Christian at some point (n = 2685)
AP Q10. To the best of your recollection, which, if any, of the following did the person do as a result of your conversation? Base: Active Protestants who say they have talked about their relationship with 
Jesus Christ with a non-Christian at some point (n = 2685)

Actions that the other person took as a result of the conversation

More than six in ten report a positive impact from their last evangelistic 
conversation and at least two in ten believe the other person is now looking into 
Christianity more broadly, requesting prayer or expressing an interest in church.

Reported impact on the other persons’ opinions/beliefs about Jesus Christ from the conversation
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Other Don't know None of these

21% 43% 2%

1%

26% 9%

Very positive Fairly positive Fairly negative Very negative No impact Don't know

SUM: Very/fairly positive: 63% SUM: Very/fairly negative: 3%
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Among the 29% who reported having a conversation with an active Protestant 
about their faith in Jesus in the last 10 years, over three quarters knew the 
person they spoke to very/fairly well.

GP Q6. In the last 10 years, have you had a conversation with a regular Protestant churchgoer about their faith in Jesus Christ? Base: All general public respondents (n = 3027)
GP Q9. Thinking about the last practicing Protestant Christian you spoke to about Jesus Christ, how well, or otherwise, did you know them before the conversation about their faith? Base: Those in 
the general public who have had a conversation with a regular Protestant churchgoer about their faith in Jesus Christ in the last 10 years (n = 868)

In the last 10 years, have you had a conversation 
with a regular Protestant churchgoer about their 

faith in Jesus Christ?

29%

63%

8%

Yes

No

Don't know

SUM: Very/fairly 
well: 76%

SUM: Not very/ 
not at all well: 22%
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43%

33%
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How well did you know them?



GP Q10. How would you describe your relationship with this person? Base: Those in the general public who have had a conversation with a regular Protestant churchgoer about their faith in Jesus Christ in 
the last 10 years (n = 868) / GP Q12. During the conversation, which, if any, of the following did the person ask you...? Base: Those in the general public who have had a conversation with a regular 
Protestant churchgoer about their faith in Jesus Christ in the last 10 years (n = 868)

Among those who had spoken to an active Protestant, over 50% spoke to a 
friend/family member. During these conversations, almost a quarter were asked if 
they would like a prayer said for them/someone else; however over a quarter 
weren’t asked any of the questions listed.
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To attend a course to find out more about Jesus
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GP Q11. Thinking about this experience, which one of each of the following pairs of statements comes closest to your feelings on this? Base: Those in the general public who have had a 
conversation with a regular Protestant churchgoer about their faith in Jesus Christ in the last 10 years (n = 868)

67%

50%

45%
42%

35%

22%22% 21%
18%

35%

40%
38%

11%

29%

37%

23%
25%

41%

Almost half stated that they felt more positive towards Jesus following their 
conversation with a churchgoing Protestant. However, four in ten were glad that 
they did not share the faith of the person spoken to.

Felt comfortable/ 
uncomfortable, or 

don’t know.

Felt closer/less 
close to the person in 

question, or don’t 
know.

Felt more 
positive/negative

towards Jesus Christ, 
or don’t know.

Was open/not open
to an experience of or 
encounter with Jesus 

Christ, or don’t 
know.

Wanted to know 
more/did not 
want to know 

more about Jesus 
Christ, or don’t 

know.

Felt sad/glad that I 
did not share their 

faith, or don’t 
know.

Feelings on religion following a 
conversation with an active Protestant
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UK adults most commonly talk about religion to family/friends, while 6 in 10 
never speak about it to neighbours/strangers. For three quarters of people, the 
pandemic has had no impact on their desire to have a conversation about religion.

GP Q1. How often do you talk about faith/religion with each of the following people, if at all? Base: All general public respondents (n = 3027)
GP Q8. Has your interest in having a conversation with a practicing Protestant Christian about their faith in Jesus Christ changed, since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic? Base: All general public 
respondents (n = 3027)
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23%

16%

11%

11%

11%

9%

37%

38%

28%

25%

25%

19%

23%

24%

27%

27%

29%

24%

9%

12%

17%

20%

20%

22%

7%
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13%

14%

12%

23%
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3%

3%

3%

Family

Friends
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Very comfortable Comfortable
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Very uncomfortable Don't know

GP Q14. Some say it is okay for religious people to try to convert other people to their faith, others say that everyone should leave everyone else alone. Which comes closer to your views? 
Base: All general public respondents (n = 3027)
GP Q2B. And how comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel talking to the following people, who wanted to talk about Jesus? Base: All general public respondents (n = 3027)

Almost three quarters do not approve of attempts at conversion. However, 6 in 10 
would be comfortable talking about Jesus with family/friends, and 3 in 10 with 
strangers.

60% 16%

54% 20%

39% 30%

37% 33%

36% 32%

28% 45%

SUM: 
Comfortable
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SUM: 

Uncomfortable

17%

73%

10%

General public’s opinion on 
conversion

 Ok for religious people to try to convert others
 Everyone should leave everyone else alone
 Don’t know

General public’s comfort with having a conversation 
about Jesus



24
Q5B. What could make you feel more comfortable when having a conversation about Jesus? Base: Those among the general public who are uncomfortable/very 
uncomfortable with talking about Jesus to at least one group (n = 1589)

What might make members of the 
general public more comfortable 

when having a conversation about 
Jesus?

No change

“Nothing. It’s not 
something I am 
interested in.”

“Nothing. I do not believe 
in God or Jesus and that's 
my own private personal 

views.”

No pressure
“Not feeling that I am 
being recruited into 
believing, and that it 

was just a friendly 
conversation.”

Familiar 
people

Knowledge

“Increased 
knowledge. I 
don't know 

enough.”

Being 
listened-to

“That they were 
to listen to my 
views and for 

them to 
understand my 
way of thinking 
even if they do 

not agree.”

“Just talking to someone 
I'm familiar with and 
who I'm comfortable 

talking to.”

“Not feeling like 
I'm being judged 

or recruited.”

“People not being 
pushy with their 

views.”
“Having a bit 

more 
knowledge on 

the topic.”
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I have strong
beliefs on religion

Other Don't know None of these

Respondents tend to feel comfortable talking to Christians about their faith due to 
feeling at ease and being interested in what others have to say. Whereas respondents 
who feel uncomfortable about this say they lack strong beliefs about Jesus.
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24% 24% 23%

16% 15% 14% 13% 13% 13%
11% 11%
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5% 4%
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I don't believe
that anyone
has the right
to claim that
they have the

truth

I would feel I
am being
recruited

It's not
something I
know much
about so feel

out of my
depth
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Christians

Judgemental
views of

Christians

The
conversations
I've had about

Jesus in the
past have
been too
intense

Sexual abuse
or abuse of

power in
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I do not feel
included or

able to
participate in
conversations
about Jesus

I am not
interested in
what others
have to say

Financial
abuse and

corruption in
churches

I don't like to
think about

life and
death, I just
live for the

moment

Christianity is
bad for
society

Other Don't know None of these

Reasons for feeling comfortable talking to Christians about their faith

GP Q3. You said that you would feel comfortable talking to the following people about Jesus. Which of the following reasons, if any, explains why? Base: Those among the general public who are 
comfortable/very comfortable with talking about Jesus to at least one group (n = 2043)
GP Q4. You said that you would not feel comfortable talking to the following people about Jesus. Which of the following reasons, if any, explains why? Base: Those among the general public who are 
uncomfortable/very uncomfortable with talking about Jesus to at least one group (n = 1589)

Reasons for not feeling comfortable talking to Christians about their faith



Around half would feel comfortable attending church services, but only a quarter feel 
comfortable studying or discussing the Bible. Of those comfortable with attending 
Christian meetings, holding the event online does increase the likelihood of 
attendance, though only very slightly in the case of church services.

GP Q5a. How comfortable or uncomfortable would you feel attending the following [Protestant/Evangelical] church services, meetings or activities? Base: All general public respondents (n = 3027)
GP Q5b. And would you be more or less likely to attend these church services, meetings or activities if they were online rather than in-person? Base: Those among the general public who are 
comfortable/very comfortable with attending at least one of the church services, meetings or activities tested (n=1736)

Comfort with attending church services or 
activities

17%

16%

14%

13%

12%

13%

27%

27%

27%

21%

20%

19%

34%

35%

39%

34%

36%

34%

14%

11%

12%

15%

16%

16%

6%

7%

7%

13%

13%

15%

A small group where
the Bible is studied (n =

745)

A course explaining
Christianity

(n = 922)

Meeting up with a
Christian you know to
read and discuss the

Bible together (n = 766)

A normal Sunday
church service (n =

1369)

A church service
celebrating Easter (n =

1510)

A church service
celebrating Christmas

(n = 1734)

Much more likely More likely The same

Less likely Much less likely Don't know

44% 20%

44% 19%

41% 19%

34% 28%

32% 29%

32% 31%

SUM: Likely
&

SUM: Unlikely

20%

15%

14%

8%

8%

8%

37%

35%

32%

23%

18%

17%

24%

26%

27%

30%

28%

27%

9%

11%

15%

18%

20%

23%

8%

10%

10%

17%

23%

22%

A church service
celebrating
Christmas

A church service
celebrating Easter

A normal Sunday
church service

A course explaining
Christianity

Meeting up with a
Christian you know
to read and discuss
the Bible together

A small group
where the Bible is

studied

Very comfortable Comfortable

Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable Uncomfortable

Very uncomfortable Don't know

57% 16%

50% 21%

45% 25%

30% 35%

25% 43%

25% 44%

SUM: 
Comfortable

&
SUM: 

Uncomfortable

Does meeting online make attendance more 
likely?
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2%

12%

9%

21%

22%

34%

0% 25% 50%

Don't know

25+

18-24

11-17

5-10

0-4

While half of active Protestants became Christian before age 10, people tend to 
leave the faith, or stop attending church as regularly, between age 11-18. 

11%

14%

20%

43%

10%

2%

0% 25% 50%

Don't know

25+

18-24

11-17

5-10

0-4

At what age did you become a 
Christian? 

All AP respondents

AP Q13. At what age did you become a Christian? Base: All active Protestant respondents (n = 3020)
GP Q15. At what age did you stop considering yourself to be a Christian? Base: Those among the general public who were brought up Protestant but are no longer Christian (n = 440)
GP Q17. At what age did you stop attending church so regularly? Base: Those among the general public who were brought up Protestant and who attend church both less than once a month and less regularly 
than when they were aged 11 or 12 (n = 507)

At what age did you stop considering 
yourself to be a Christian? 

GP respondents who were brought up Protestant but 
are no longer Christian

4%

7%

5%

9%

27%

47%

0% 25% 50%

Don't know

45+

35-44

25-34

18-24

13-17

At what age did you stop attending 
church so regularly?

GP respondents who were brought up Protestant 
and who attend church less than once a month and 

less regularly than when they were aged 11 or 12



1%

2%

5%

10%

11%

15%

16%

18%

18%

18%

19%

21%

23%

29%

33%

51%

0% 20% 40% 60%

None of these

Don't know

Other

Watching church services online

A leaflet or book explaining the Christian faith

Attending a course/event explaining Christianity

An unexplainable spiritual experience

A particular life event

Reading the Bible with a Christian

Witnessing the integrity and love of a Christian (e.g.
helping the disadvantaged)

Witnessing positive social impact of a church in their
community

Conversations with a Christian
friend/colleague/acquaintance etc.

Seeing a Christian's lifestyle

Reading the Bible on my own

The influence and encouragement of my parents or
family members

Attending church services in person

Church services and family influence are the most commonly cited reasons for 
becoming Christian. For ex-Christians, nearly half attributed their loss of faith 
to a preference for scientific answers over religious ones.

AP Q14. Which of the following factors were important to your decision to become a Christian? Base: All active Protestant respondents (n = 3020)
GP Q16. Why are you no longer Christian? Base: Those among the general public who were brought up Protestant but are no longer Christian (n = 440)

Reasons for becoming a Christian
All AP respondents

6%

4%

9%

1%

1%

3%

3%

5%

5%

6%

6%

8%

8%

19%

19%

28%

48%

0% 20% 40% 60%

None of these

Don't know

Other

The quality of music and worship in the church was
poor

Lack of clear, bold Bible teaching at the church

My culture was not included in church

A significant religious relative died

I found that another religion better answered my
questions

Christians treated me badly

Lack of loving community in the church

A lifestyle choice or romantic relationship led me
away from the church

I moved away from home

None of my close friends are Christian

Personal experience of suffering or witnessing
suffering of others close to me

I felt alienated by Church scandals and hypocrisy

I disagreed with Church teachings

I found that science better answered my questions

Reasons for no longer being a Christian 
GP respondents who were brought up Protestant but are no longer Christian



2%

1%

2%

13%

15%

21%

24%

25%

32%

35%

36%

41%

42%

46%

0% 20% 40% 60%

None of these

Don't know

Other

The church community provides me with material
support

The influence and encouragement of non-parent
family members

The influence and encouragement of my friends

The influence and encouragement of my parents

Small group fellowship

The quality of Bible teaching/sermons at my church

The quality of leadership at my church

The Bible's teachings bring me comfort

Church music and worship

The church community provides me with emotional
support

The church community is welcoming and inclusive

The church community is the principal reason active Protestants say they remain 
Christian. Conversely, disruptions to their community (e.g. moving away or new 
relationships) most commonly explain reduced church attendance.

AP Q15. Which of the following factors are important to you continuing as a Christian? Base: All active Protestant respondents (n = 3020)
GP Q18. Why did you stop attending church so regularly? Base: Those among the general public who were brought up Protestant and who attend church both less than once a month and less regularly than 
when they were aged 11 or 12 (n = 507)

Reasons for continuing as a Christian
All AP respondents

6%

11%

12%

2%

2%

4%

5%

5%

6%

7%

7%

8%

12%

23%

30%

0% 20% 40% 60%

None of these

Don't know

Other

My culture was not included in church

Bible teaching/sermons were offensive

Music and worship were of poor quality

Experience of suffering

I found the leadership of the church too
harsh/undemocratic

Bible teaching/sermons were unclear and uninspiring

I found a lack of leadership, direction and vision

The church community was not
loving/supportive/welcoming

I used to attend church with a relative or friend, and
they died

There was no-one my age at church

A lifestyle choice or romantic relationship led me
away from the church

I moved away from home

Reasons for reducing church attendance 
GP respondents who were brought up Protestant and who attend church less 

than once a month and less regularly than when they were aged 11 or 12
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79%

3% 4%
1%

11%

0% 0%

82%

4% 3%
7%

3%
1% 1%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

White -
British

SUM: White
& non-
British

SUM: Mixed
background

SUM: Asian
background

SUM: Black
background

SUM: Arab
or other

background

Prefer not to
say

Active Protestants General Public

32%

34%

34%

28%

34%

38%

18-34

35-54

55+

Active Protestants

General Public

AP Q.Gender, Q.Age, Q.Region, Q.Social grade, Q.Ethnicity. Base: All active Protestant respondents (n = 3020)
GP Q.Gender, Q.Age, Q.Region, Q.Social grade, Q.Ethnicity. Base: All general public respondents (n = 3027)

Gender Ethnicity

Active Protestants: 

General public: 

21%

24%

21%

15%

9%

5%
3%

23%
25%

23%

13%

8%

5%
3%

North East &
Midlands

South London Scotland Wales N.
Ireland

Region

75%

25%C2DE

ABC1

Age

SEG

55%
45%

C2DE

ABC1

AP: 

GP:

Demographic Profile

51% 49%

49% 51%

ABC1

C2DE

ABC1

C2DE



1%

2%

1%

1%

2%

2%

3%

3%

7%

5%

7%

10%

10%

42%

0%

0%

1%

1%

1%

3%

4%

5%

6%

8%

9%

9%

11%

42%

0% 25% 50%

Don't know/Prefer not
to say

Non-Protestant
Christian

Free Presbyterian

Other Protestant

Brethren

Emerging Church

URC/Congregational

Independent

Presbyterian

New Church

Pentecostal

Methodist

Baptist

Anglican

Denomination
Denomination brought up in

GP Q.Religion. Base: All general public respondents (n = 3027). Q.Religion_Broughtup. Base: All general public respondents except those who prefer not to say their religion (n = 2882). Q.Denomination. 
Base: All general public Christians (n = 1131). Q.Denomination_Broughtup, Q.Attendance_Broughtup. Base: All general public brought up as a Christian (n =1696)
AP Q.Denomination, Q.Attendance. Base: All active Protestant respondents (n = 3020). Q.Denomination_Broughtup, Q.Attendance_Broughtup. Base: All active Protestants brought up as Christian (n = 
2881).

Active Protestants

46%

37%

7% 5%

27%

60%

7% 5%

No Religion Christian Muslim Other
Religion

Religion Religion brought up in

Religious Profile

8%

12%

16%

62%

0%

26%

21%

53%

0% 50% 100%

Less often than once
a month

Less often but at
least once a month

Less often but at
least once in two

weeks

Once a week or more

Church attendance

Attendance as a child

9%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

3%

1%

1%

6%

8%

21%

44%

10%

0%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

2%

2%

3%

5%

7%

25%

41%

0% 25% 50%

Don't know/Prefer not
to say

Other Protestant

Free Presbyterian

URC/Congregational

Independent

New Church

Pentecostal

Baptist

Orthodox

Other Christian

Presbyterian

Methodist

Roman Catholic

Anglican

Denomination

Denomination brought up in

3%

30%

10%

12%

44%

0% 25% 50%

Don't know

Less than once a month

Less often but at least once
a month

Less often but at least once
in two weeks

Once a week or more

Church attendance as a child

General Public
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KEY TAKEAWAYS RECOMMENDATIONS

While members of the general public are often willing to 
have conversations about Jesus with people they know 
(family/friends), and may respond positively to them, they 
are likely to respond badly to blunt attempts at conversion.

1

Three in ten active Protestants either say that their church 
does not provide any of the evangelistic activities tested, or 
that they do not know whether there are any provided.

2

Supportive church communities are key to maintaining 
Christians’ faith, whereas breaks within the community are 
a major contributing factor behind declines in churchgoing.

3

The public are often more likely to say they would attend 
church activities if they were held online, in particular, Bible 
study groups and courses and less so for large services (e.g. 
Sunday service or Christmas service).

4

Advise churchgoers to take a gentle, relational
approach to evangelism, encouraging open 
conversations with non-Christians that do not 
come across as attempts to recruit.

1

Inspire churches to be proactive and co-
ordinate a range of activities and training to 
support evangelistic efforts.

2

Communicate the importance of building 
resilient, healthy communities, in order to 
maintain and build church attendance.

3

Advise churches to invest in hosting online 
enquirers groups and courses, rather than 
streaming large services, in order to grow their 
reach.

4
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